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Introduction

Very little is written about the vernacular architecture of India. This paper is not

intended to be a scholarly addition to that little which is written; rather, it is a script for a slide

program to be presented to high school students to encourage them to look beyond the textbook for

evidence of Indian culture. What follows is a peek at some examples of Indian architecture. I

hope to extend the examples and elaborate upon the description as I continue my investigation of

this fascinating aspect of Indian society.



The architecture of India can be evaluated only on the basis of th., culture that produced

it." (Bussagi, 20) It is from this perspective that we look at the vernacular architecture of the

subcontinent of Asia. The early history of Indian architecture deals mainly with temples; little

of secular architecture survives. Still, that architecture which remains i ilects like a clear

mirror (Fabri, 4) the geography of a people as well as their economic, sucial, and political

situations. Architecture is a valuable, visible document for interpreting and understanding the

people of the past. What, then can we learn?

First, about India's geography... Bordered in the north by the Himalayas, the highest

mountains on earth, the land extends across the Ganga plain and peninsular plateau to the

southern tip of India where it "empties" into the Indian Ocean. (slide 1) She is such a vast

country -- just look at her size in terms of the United States. (slide 2) - the climatic conditions

in the north have little relation to those in the south.

According to Fodor s travel guide India, Nepal and Sriilanka "Climate makes our

architecture what it is.' India s tropical climate, alternating between a pleasant winter with only

a few cold nights, scorching summers followed by torrential rains and months of oppressing

humidity, call for the cool cave and cellar (slide 3), garden with ponds and water channels (silde

4), terrace and airy pillar hall (slide 5), rising on a platform up several stories (slides 61.

"Emotionally," Fodor says, 'Indian architecture .opied the extremes of climate with vehement

symbols of creation and destruction." (Foder, 89) (slides 7 and 8)

This girl in Khuri village in Rajasthan is plastering her home with a mixture of mud and

dung. Villagers travel miles to collect different varieties of dried mud which is then pummeled

into a paste. This slide (9) shows a village in her area which reveals the typical mud housing in

that hot and dusty ci:mate (All India, 34)

The sun in much of India is a "relentless enemy of comfort" so large windows are
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unsuitable. The small openings (as in the previous slide) are preferred in these regions. At the

Vasant Vihar school in New Delhi (slide 10), windows. are recessed -- and even more so on the

South -- to keep out the summer sun. Some houses are absolutely without windows, or in some

cases, windows are latticed (slide 11)

The amount of local precipitation determines the shape and form of the roof. Where

precipitation is normal or moderate -- or heavy. as it is in Kashmir in the valley of the

Himalayas, the roof is generally sloped, regardless of the material that is used in building.

(slides 12, 13, lei.)

The most luxuriant rain forests lie in Kerala, on the southwest coast where the roofs are

also appropriately sloped (slides 15, 16) In Mahabalipurum, the five rathas, or stone pavilions

or chariots, (slide 17) are easy to mistake for the small mud village along the roadside. Their

carved roofs illustrat that rainfall in this area traditionally has been heavier than in other parts

of India.

Where precipitation is below noraml, roofs are flat, there is no need to provide an angle

for runoff. This private house in Delhi (slide 18) and these apartment houses in Ahmedabad

(slide 19) illustrate the point.

During the monsoon season, the water comes down in buckets for a while, then the sun

comes out and its quite pleasant. The orientation of these apartments and their spatial design

tunnels onsoon breezes though the rooms (slide 20) of this cooperative housing project near

Delhi.

In much of India, because of the climate, Vale or no distinction is made between the in

and out of doors. The climate forces people with their charpoi (cots) into the courtyard or the
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street. (slide 21) On the other hand, the patiern of development in Srinagar is in direct response

to the cold climate of the Kashmir Valley. The open space on the top floor here provides a place

for storing wood. (slide 22)

The influence of geography is evident too, when we look at the height of buildings. These

tall thin structures, again in Srinagar seem to assert their verticality (slide 23) while these in

the Madras area, close to sea level, seem to hug the ground. The building color is the same as the

sandy soil. (slide 24)

Besides reflecting the climate, the architecture of a region reflects available materials.

Transportation remains a problem in India today, so particularly in the villages, the materials

that are used tend to be those found in the surrounding area.

People in early times lived in houses made of mud and mudbrick, bamboo and timber.

Leaves and straw and thatch were used everywhere. Although not much tangible evidence of the

early timbered/wooden huts exist, pictures of them have been drawn on stone in caves (Lomas

Rishi cave, Bihar) which tell us about the type of houses in which people lived as long ago as third

century B.C. (Fabri, 7) Village huts today in many part of India use those same materials: from

palm leaf huts in Kerala (slide 25) to mudbrick houses of almost any hamlet on the Gangetic plain.

However, the face of the village is changing. There are fewer mud and thatch buildings and

more and more village houses of burnt brick and even the reinforced cemer.t concrete that is so

prevalent in the cities. (slide 26) This is cement with sand built round iron or steel makes them

extra-ordinarily sturdy. (slide 26) Still, the local rose pink colored stone of Jaipur, described

as the "tone of autumn sunset" (slide 27) is responsible for making her one of the most beautiful

of all Indian cities.
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There are other ways that architecture gives us insight into the culture. The status or

wealth of a person or family can be surmised from looking at the dwelling which heithey inhabit.

It is obvious in this slid. (28) that the poor of Delhi are in need of better housing These lean

tos" are among the most common style of architecture in India. Literary sources tell that mud,

straw, bamboo, and reed were always the materials of the common people. Richer constructions

were of wood and sometimes of brick. Rarely was stone used for private dwellings. (Roy, 9)

"Stone or wood is worthy of gods, Brahmins, kings and hermits, but unsuited to Vaishyas and
Shudras.' (from the Mayamata Manuscript as quoted in Votwahsen, 173)

Materials used for construction were linked to the caste system. White stone, we are told,

was used only by Bra nins, red by Kshatruyas, yellow by Vaishyas and black by Shudras.

(Volwahsen,l"3) However. this slide (29) of Jodphur shows the blue of the Brahmin s houses in

1980.

Interestingly, the earl; rules of color also coordinated with sex. A temple of stone and

brick celebrated a male god; brick and wood, female; all three; neuter. (Volwahsen, 173)

In some villages today, each caste has its separate council house with another council

house for affairs which concern the entire village. No one of lower caste would be allowed -- not

would he consider -- entering the council house of a higher caste.

Another characteristic of richer houses in some villages is the courtyard. The number of

courtyards corresponds to the wealth of the owner or family. the more courtyards. the wealthier

the inhabitants. (slide 30)

Finally, tradition is reflected in the architecture of the people. Architecture in India has

passed through a succession of styles from the times of the prehistoric la!se dwellers to modern
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steel and concrete construction. (Fodor, 89) (slide 31)

The early act of building began by "determining the rapport between the universe and the

chosen terrain. The earth must be placated to establish a favorable relationship between it and

the dwelling that was to rzse upon it (p.65, Bussagi) Some aspects of that practice remain true

today. Unfortunately, hardly any structure that was meant for a dwelling house of mere mortals

and datable before the late medieval period" has come down to us, so it is difficult to trace the

traditions of the architecture.

The ancient "Shilpashastras" prohibited using certain wood for dwellings, those struck by

lightning, those in which birds had built nests, or those growing near burial or crematory

grounds, or those trampled by elephants were not to be used. (Insight, 295)

Some symbolism of Hinduism and Buddhism remain. For example, the form of the dormer

windows and gable ends of Indian cottages is similar to the lotus flower and leaf (slide 32).

Rangali designs, the colored powder decorations found outside many doorways, represent a tie

with the past (slide 33) and can be found even in cities.

The house itself is also an important symbol in orthodox Muslim families, as it represents

the separation from women of all men except thos , of their own families. This custom is called

purdah. (slide 34)

Inside the Indian house, tradition is considered too. Family members remove their shoes

when entering the kitchen. Visitors to the traditional Indian home in custom must. not even enter

the kitchen. So, too, in these new apartments in Delhi, the kitchen is set away from general

circulation for that purpose (slide 35).
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Even when cities arose to meet the needs of markets, they retained their rural character,

in terms of buildings. They were laboratories of what existed in the villages, only the materials

and decorations were changed. In staff housing at Sri Dasatesh Academy, Anandpur Sahib, the

"tenements" and adjacent spaces recall traditional village paths known as galis. (slide 36)

But the move to the city has meant a change. Urban space has loosened the knots of

tradition. The small unit living complex, for example, often interferes with the continuation of

the joint family and with the role of women. The changing architectural landscape of India

reflects an India that is herself changing.

By 1985 she had over '50 million people. At Independence there were 300 architects in

India. Today there is one architect for every '5, 000 people. There are 39 institutions which

offer architecture and engineering programs. (Moniteur, 155) The direction that architecture will

take in India in the near future will be determined by these people. Regardless of the changes,

India's vernacular architecture will continue to offer the careful observer a resource for learning

about India's heritage. (slide 37)
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